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Today Oakland, Maine is a quiet suburban community located between the Belgrade Lakes and Waterville; just a short drive from the hustle and bustle of Augusta, Maine’s capital, but several generations ago, Oakland had a great deal of hustle and bustle of its own. The town was once considered the ax capital of the United States, if

Oakland Axes
by Mike Kelley
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Although there are not many people that remember Oakland in its axe-making heyday, the history is not lost, thanks to many people who have taken an interest in the industry and how it shaped Oakland for more than a century, stretching from the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s.

In 1965, filmmaker Peter Vogt created a film about the Emerson-Stevens Company, one of the longest-running axe manufacturers in Oakland. The film, shot shortly after Vogt had graduated from Colby College, documents step-by-step how the company made its famed axes.

According to Images of America: Oakland, Emerson-Stevens Company was founded in 1870 by Luther Dorr Emerson, Joseph E. Stevens, W.R. Pinkham and George W. Stevens. The facility was located next to the School Street Bridge, near Lord's Dam, which was named for Daniel B. Lord, an owner and operator of an ax manufacturing facility in the 1850s. The Emerson-Stevens facility created several axe varieties, including Pioneer, Diamond, Lumberman's Pride, Pine Tree and Cock of the Woods.

“There was a time when Oakland was filled with thriving industry,” Vogt said in the film’s introduction. “Its industry produced a variety of hardwoods and gained, perhaps its greatest fame with the manufacturing of axes. It was a craftsman centered industry and at the turn of the (20th) century almost a dozen shops were manufacturing axes along the banks of Messalonskee Stream.”

The shops didn’t stop with axe production. They also made other tools, such as scythes, knives and hay forks. The shops began to dwindle, Vogt pointed out, due to the “ravages of mass production and foreign importation.”

“The Dunn Edge Tool Company has, at times produced 180,000 scythes and 120,000 axes per year. Its layout was considered to be among the finest in the world. It was the largest such manufacturer in New England and it produced per year more scythes than any other facility in the world,” Michael J. Denis wrote in his book Some Notes on Industry and Manufacturing on the Messalonskee River.

The Dunn Edge Tool Company, established in 1857, operated until 1920, when it was sold to Seymour Manufacturing Company. Shortly thereafter, in 1923, Seymour sold the business to North Wayne Tool Company, which operated until 1967.

Not once in the creation of these axes has a precision measuring device been used. The craftsman’s eye and muscle have determined the size, shape and quality of these fine axes, a product of the hands of men,” Vogt said.

Vogt’s film, which can be seen on YouTube or on the Oakland Historical Society’s website, was done right in the nick of time. The Emerson-Stevens Company closed shortly after the film was completed.

Howard Hardy, a member of the Oakland Historical Society and a dedicated axe collector, said “it was the need for the axe” and other quality made tools that led to so many axe companies setting up in Oakland in the mid-1800s.

In the mid-1800s, Oakland began transforming from a quiet agricultural society to a manufacturing one.

“What started as a farm community in the 1700s, eventually, in the 1800s, turned to manufacturing,” Denis wrote in Images of America: Oakland. “The first factory was set up in 1842, when the town was still part of Waterville.”

The town broke off from Waterville in 1873 and a decade later became known as Oakland. It was around this time that the Messalonskee Stream was eyed as a source of commerce and not just a natural resource passing through town.

“Portions of the town’s main water course, the Messalonskee Stream (sometimes called Emerson Stream) were dammed, producing abundant water power for many small factories,” Denis wrote. “It was said
the Messalonskee, though significantly smaller than the Kennebec River, produced nearly as much water power because of its waterfalls. Of particular importance was Cascade, a 100-foot waterfall located just outside the downtown area.”

Axe factories were not the only industry that took advantage of the water power of the Messalonskee Stream.

“Axe factories were joined by woolen mills, and by the 1870s, there were nearly as many people working in the industry as there were on the farms,” Denis wrote.

The water also caught the attention of Walter Wyman, the founder of Central Maine Power. Hardy said Wyman, an Oakland native whose father worked in an axe factory in town, “saw the power of the water” and teamed up with Waterville attorney Harvey Eaton in 1899 to purchase the Oakland Electric Company. The company, which adopted the Central Maine Power name in 1910, initially provided power for approximately 100 customers in Oakland.

According to the Maine Historical Society, “Wyman began absorbing nearby companies, combining their electrical output, and selling it to downstream textile mills.”

Today, according to its website, Central Maine Power “delivers over 9 billion kilowatt hours of electricity to more than 600,000 retail customers in central and southern Maine. Central Maine Power’s 11,000 square mile coverage area is bigger than both Massachusetts and Rhode Island combined.

“The axe factories were important,” Hardy said. “They were a nucleus for a lot a business in town. One of the owners started the oldest woolen mill in Oakland, the Cascade Woolen Mill.”

The railroad came to Oakland just when the industrial era in town was beginning. The introduction of the railroad in 1849, Denis wrote, meant made Oakland a bustling industrial community,” Denis wrote.

After the war, however, demand fell due to new technologies and the fact overseas factories could make axes, scythes and edge tools for substantially less.

“With chainsaws coming out and with the new manufacturing, people were finding more mechanical ways to do lumbering,” Hardy said.

During peak production years the axe industry not only fueled Oakland’s economy, but benefitted nearby communities as well. Hardy said early on some of the wood used to make

axes came from the western Maine communities of Norway, South Paris and Oxford. In the 1930s and 1940s, axe companies began using wood from out of state, including wood sourced in Tennessee. Some of the steel used, he said, came from the Katahdin Steel Company, but much of it came from Pennsylvania.

“Iron was imported from Pennsylvania because they had a lot of good iron and steel coming out of there,” Hardy said.

Although they were in the same market, Hardy said the axe manufacturers in Oakland had a good rapport with each other. Hardy said he recalled hearing a story about the owner of the Emerson-Stevens Company buying stock in the North Wayne Tool Company when Emerson-Stevens profits were shrinking. Furthermore, it was not uncommon for companies to swap workers when one was short on manpower.

Around the turn of the 20th century, Oakland axes caught the attention of President Theodore Roosevelt. In 1902 Roosevelt stopped in Oakland while visiting Maine and was given a special hunting axe with a knife hidden in the handle by John King, of the King Axe and Tool Company. For years, Hardy said, the company advertised itself as the makers of the “President’s Axe.”

According to a Sept. 30, 1902 article in the Pittsburgh Press, “King, who is an expert at the making of edge tools, knew that the President was a great hunter, and weeks before President Roosevelt arrived in Maine, the Oakland smith was hammering industriously away on what was intended to be, and is, the handsomest fashioned and best tempered blade that ever left his shop.”

Hardy, who has been collecting axes for 20 years, owns a similarly constructed axe. He said only a handful still exist. Hardy began collecting axes in the 1980s after seeing an Oakland-made axe at the home of an elderly friend. Hardy said he did not know about this part of Oakland’s history and the more he found out, the more fascinated he became.

“They each have their own character. They are a piece of art,” Hardy said.

His collection, which numbers upwards of 200 axes, represents 14 of the 18 different axe companies that were in existence in Oakland between the 1830s and the 1970s.

Hardy said he always keeps his eyes open for an Oakland axe because he never knows where he is going to find one.

“I get them if I clean out a house, get them through an auction or buy, sell or trade them,” he said.